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An air of pleasant anticipation hung so thickly over the Halls, Holds, and Weyrs of Pern that it
had affected even the businesslike ways of Moreta, the Weyrwoman of Fort Weyr. Her dragon,
Queen Orlith, would soon clutch; spring had made a glorious debut; the Gather at Ruatha Hold
was extremely merry; and Moreta was enjoying the attentions of Alessan, the new Lord Holder of
Ruatha Hold.With only eight Turns remaining before the deadly Thread would cease to Fall, all
seemed well on Pern.Then, without warning, a runnerbeast fell ill. Soon myriads of holders,
craftsmen, and dragonriders were dying; and the mysterious ailment had spread to all but the
most inaccessible holds. Pern was in mortal danger. For, if dragonriders did not rise to char
Thread, the parasite would devour any and all organic life it encountered.The future of the planet
rested in the hands of Moreta and the other dedicated, selfless Pern leaders. But of all their
problems, the most difficult to overcome was time.…

About the AuthorAnne McCaffrey, the Hugo Award-winning author of the bestselling
Dragonriders of Pern® novels, is one of science fiction’s most popular authors. With Elizabeth
Ann Scarborough she co-authored Changelings and Maelstrom, Books One and Two of The
Twins of Petaybee. McCaffrey lives in a house of her own design, Dragonhold-Underhill, in
County Wicklow, Ireland.
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Aislynn Faire, “Another stellar Pernese story. This is my second go-through for this installment in
McCaffrey's Pern series. I read it many many years ago as a teenager. It is just as good, if not
better, than it was back then. I never get tired of visiting and revisiting Pern. McCaffrey's writing
style is addictive. If you've never read a Pern book before, the introduction to this story will fill
you in on the pertinent backstory and details. It's my understanding that none of the books
technically need to be read in any particular order, although this second time around I've been
reading them in chronological order, which is quite fun. You'll get sucked into the character
interactions and human drama and conflict pretty quickly. The bioengineered dragons and the
enemy Thread that falls from the sky and devours everything organic that it touches only form
the backdrop to the absorbing storytelling and human experience McCaffrey shares with us.This
book follows Fort Weyrwoman Moreta during the latter end of a Fall. As if fighting Thread wasn't
difficult enough to deal with, a devastating plague sweeps through all the weyrs and forts,
completely decimating pockets of habitations. Working alongside Pern's Masterhealer and
Ruathan Hold's new leader Alessan, Moreta tirelessly balances her Thread-fighting duties with
helping to inoculate those of Pern's inhabitants who the plague affects: namely the humans and
their herd beasts. Time is against them and so Moreta must 'time' it (go back and forth in time,
which is a capability of the bioengineered dragon she is telepathically linked to) before a second
wave of the plague strikes again.It's a simple enough story, but the characters are so fully
realized and the emotions and love story so nicely detailed that at the ending of the book, you
can't help but set your reading device down (my Kindle in this case) and sigh with the
bittersweetness of life. Anne McCaffrey was a brilliant writer. It's too bad she didn't pass her
masterly skills of writing to her son Todd, who has done a terribly clumsy, awkward, and
embarrassing job of trying to imitate his inimitable mother. My warning to you: Only read a Pern
book if it has ONLY Anne McCaffrey's name on it. Don't read anything blindly doting mother and
son collaborated on and definitely don't waste your time on any of Todd's pathetic solo efforts at
blundering around in his mother's intricate universe.”

dagwinn, “Choose your Chronological order wisely.. I've been binging on Pern books for a while.
I started with "Dragonflight," "Dragonquest" and "The White Dragon." Then I decided to read
them all in chronological order according to the Pern timeline. That wasn't necessarily a good
idea.Following the fictional timeline, "Moreta" comes after a five-book arc where the Riders are
trying to save the dragons from a plague. Then here come's Moreta! They've saved the dragons,
but now humans and runnerbeasts are dying. One plague follows another ad nauseum (pun not
intended, but appropriate.)"Moreta" was published in 1983. The five books that precede it in
Pern-time were written after 2000. Had I read them in order of publication, it would have been a
different story. But, come on. ANOTHER Pern-wide plague? Seriously? That's where we're going
to go?If you're going to read all the books, do yourself a favor and skip around between "Moreta"



and the five books that precede it in Pern time.”

M. Collins, “Moreta, Dragonlady of Pern. I have probably read over a thousand books in my life
and I have neverhad a reaction to a happening in a book as I had to this one. When Irealized
what had happened I found my self sobbing as hard as I did whenI put my Great Dane down
over 15 years ago. This book was one of herfirst Pern books I believe as it was published in
1983. It was so wellwritten as far as emotions for the people and non-emotional/logicalthoughts
of the dragons. I also have never written to an author but Idid try to send an e-mail to A.
McCraffrey after I finished as I justfelt I had to tell her of my experience with this book. I hope
she rec'dit. If you want to start reading the Pern books this is a great one, ofcourse they are all
very good. Her creations are the best, she thinksof everything and why. Have a great ride!!
Maggie CollinsThousand Oaks, CA.”

JL1954, “Well Written Story from the early years of Pern. Moreta is a character referenced in the
first Pern novel "Dragonquest". It is a tantalizing reference to her incredible ride. We don't get the
details of her "ride" until now.This is also the first Pern novel to use a "Plague" as the central
theme, and also gives us more detail about the difference in the morals and complicated
relationships caused by the bonding between dragons and their riders.I thoroughly enjoyed the
story and the well developed characters. There is a lot of depth to many of the characters that
really pulls you into their lives and the story.I loved the way Ms. McCaffrey wrote the companion
story "Nerilka's Tale", showing the same events as seen from what was a minor characters view
and her own adventure during the story.”

andrea m pirrotta, “Excellent Quality. Haven't read it yet. However, very satisfied with its
condition. Exactly as stated. The price was better than reasonable. Will used them again. I'll write
a review re: content when I've read the book.  Thanks for such a quality copy.”

Deborah Kidd, “I want to exchange this book for Chronicles of Pern first fall. Accidentally ordered
two of the same book don't need two can I exchange this one for Anne McCaffrey's Chronicles
of Pern first fallAnd how do I send this one back?”

Henry Reidel, “Moreta. It is a very good book if you like to cry. I shed some tears and I am not
going to say I am sorry.”

Grandpa, “Touching. If you love the dragon riders and people of Pern, this tale will touch your
heart.  A mixture of joy and sadness to be sure.”

Dr. O. B. O'toole, “Almost a Prophesy. The story centres around a virus pandemic on Pern, and
the events are remarkably similar to the recent COVID pandemic. The author has an excellent
knowledge of medical facts. The love themes ae interesting, but there is a tragic ending, which



is answered in the next book.  A good read.”

A D W-W, “Another fine Perm tale. An account of the trials inflicted on Hold and Weyr when an
infectious disease attacks the populace. All the dragon stories from McCaffrey are wonderfully
wrought tales, and this is no exception.”

The book by Janna Matthies has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,208 people have provided feedback.
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